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GorillaBot Labs

10+ Years of experience

For years we have partnered with entrepreneurs to
launch their products into the market. We love
working with them and know you'll love working
with us.
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Specializations
We help entrepreneurs build digital products for
mobile and web. We understand the risk, grit, and
creativity it takes to build a company from the
ground up.

Our Services

Our Services
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Product
Design

Web
Development

Mobile
Apps

From idea to
prototype, validated
in the market

Fast, powerful
websites that create
value for customers

Highly scalable
apps that help your
business grow

Mindsport

An athletic advantage through mindfulness and
meditation

Services

Web Development

Challenge

Mindsport had previously launched a successful
mobile application, but tracking downloads and
determining advertising ROI was unclear.
Knowing what each dollar of investment poured
into your venture produces is crucial. We set out to
help Mindsport leverage technology improvements
that give them the numbers they need for making
important decisions.
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Partnering with Mindsport, we implemented a
new analytics system that allowed them to
quickly and easily monitor how their website
contributed to app downloads.
Following up, we tested a new modern website
design to see how that would effect new user
conversion.

Mindsport - Continued

Solution

Impact
Through our combined efforts, not only could
the team now accurately validate their
marketing ROI, but we were able to A/B test
and decrease the cost per app download
even further.
A successful redesign lead to a huge spike in
downloads and more athletes are given
mental health tools they need.
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Trip Packr

A happier, stress-free way to plan your next getaway.

Services

Product Design
App Development

Challenge

Planning a trip to another country is often a
stressful venture for new travelers. Learning the
language, finding great places to visit,
understanding the culture, and bringing the right
clothing all lead to a better getaway experience.
For a first time visitor it can all be a bit
overwhelming, and that's where Trip Packr steps in.
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Travelers are a mobile demographic and they
will want native features such as geolocation,
mapping, and video captures. That makes a
mobile app the perfect solution.
In alignment with the stress-free motto of Trip
Packr we focused on created the best user
experience possible for their intrepid
adventures.

Trip Packr - Continued

Solution

Impact
Leveraging their new tech, Trip Packr went on
to help thousands of travelers plan their
perfect getaways. For some we helped them
explore the world, others were inspired to keep
crossing off hot items on their bucket list.
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Pursoo

Teaching beginners how to enjoy exercise in as
little as 5 minutes a day.

Services

Product Design
Web Development
App Development

Challenge

Pursoo came to us with a specific mission help beginners feel more confident about
exercise. There's an entire community of people
who have never felt confident exercising or
knowing when they should step into a gym.
For us, and the Pursoo team, we wanted to
bridge that gap. Help users build their
confidence and to appreciate their own unique
fitness journey.
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We learned quickly that most users knew the
"right answers" when it came to health and
fitness. Eat healthy, move more, lift weights knowledge wasn't the issue, it was execution.
Partnered with Pursoo, we launched a
beginner-focused app which helped users
learn the how, what, and why or exercise in just
5 minutes a day.

Pursoo - Continued

Solution

Impact
In only took a few hundred downloads before
we knew Pursoo was on to something special.
User feedback came pouring in and they
loved it.
Not only was our format far less intimidating
than a typical personal trainer, but it also kept
people focused and encouraged despite
previously disliking fitness.
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Gavel It

Settling every day debate between friends and family.

Services

Product Design
App Development

Challenge

The Gavel team came to us with a unique
challenge - How do we help people solve every
day debates where answers don't exist online?
The internet is great for large questions that affect
many people, but what about the best way to
study for your science test next Tuesday?
You and your friends have important questions
that need answers - Gavel wants to help.
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Using a combination of geolocation and
shared data between users, we were able to
present only the most relevant questions to
users and their immediate network.
Gavel is a perfect showcase for the power
and flexibility a well crafted mobile app
experience gives users.

Gavel It - Continued

Solution

Impact
All around the country Gavel was able to
provide relevant answers to hyper local
questions. Through our partnership, we helped
Gavel give people answers to questions that
they could never find anywhere else.
Friends shared study tips for assignments and
tests. Families shared personal opinions on
historic recipes. Gavel helped people find
more answers.
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Client Testimonials
My absolute go-to technology
developer of choice
Weston Bergman
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They take pride in helping
startup founders build it right
Dave Robertson

Founder, Flipper Force

Investor, BetaBlox

Phenomenal to work with and
incredibly professional
David Pochapin

Co-Founder, Gavel It

